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ABSTRACT  

   

Color perception has been widely studied and well modeled with respect to 

combining visible electromagnetic frequencies, yet new technology provides the means 

to better explore and test novel temporal frequency characteristics of color perception. 

Experiment 1 tests how reliably participants categorize static spectral rainbow colors, 

which can be a useful tool for efficiently identifying those with functional dichromacy, 

trichromacy, and tetrachromacy. The findings confirm that all individuals discern the four 

principal opponent process colors, red, yellow, green, and blue, with normal and potential 

tetrachromats seeing more distinct colors than color blind individuals. Experiment 2 tests 

the moving flicker fusion rate of the central electromagnetic frequencies within each 

color category found in Experiment 1 as a test of the Where system. It then compares this 

to the maximum temporal processing rate for discriminating direction of hue change with 

colors displayed serially as a test of the What system.  The findings confirm respective 

processing thresholds of about 20 Hz for Where and 2-7 Hz for What processing systems.  

Experiment 3 tests conditions that optimize false colors based on the spinning Benham’s 

Top illusion. Findings indicate the same four principal colors emerge as in Experiment 1, 

but at low saturation levels for trichromats that diminish further for dichromats.  Taken 

together, the three experiments provide an overview of the common categorical 

boundaries and temporal processing limits of human color vision. 
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CHAPTER 1 

RAINBOW STRIPES: CATEGORICAL PERCEPTION OF COLOR AS A TOOL FOR 

TESTING TETRACHROMACY 

 

 The potential for humans to have a fourth color cone type, known as 

tetrachromacy, has been demonstrated (Jameson, 2009; Jameson et al., 2020). 

Tetrachromatic individuals have the ability to discern a much wider range of colors than 

the average trichromat with normal vision, and has been likened to having “superhuman 

vision.” However, estimates of prevalence of tetrachromacy vary widely between studies 

with estimates ranging from as little as 12% to as much as 50% in females (Jordan & 

Mollon, 1993; Backhaus et al., 1998; Jordan et al., 2010; Neitz et al., 1998). A major 

reason for the wide range of estimation has to do with tetrachromacy being difficult to 

test in an efficient manner; current displays and technology are optimized for trichromatic 

users, often employing a set of just three primary colors. Further, the ranges where 

tetrachromatic individuals have enhanced vision has also yet to be determined, with 

preliminary evidence pointing toward enhanced discrimination somewhere in the green-

red range, 480-660nm. (Jordan & Mollon, 2019). These issues prompt the need for an 

efficient method that can both easily test many observers as well as give more precise 

locations of where trichromats and tetrachromats are likely see enhanced discrimination 

between colors. 

Currently, a popular way to test for tetrachromacy is by using an expensive 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) genetics test, previous work has demonstrated some 

humans, typically many females, do indeed possess a fourth color cone using this method 
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(Jameson et al., 2001). Unfortunately, the genetics test only confirms whether an 

individual has a fourth color cone type, but this does not necessarily mean that the fourth 

cone results in enhanced color vision discrimination. Individuals with a fourth color cone 

who do not behaviorally show tetrachromatic tendencies are known as being non-

functional tetrachromats whereas those that have a fourth color cone type and show 

enhanced color discrimination are known as functional tetrachromats. Due to this, it 

would be useful to have a simple inexpensive method to test for functional 

tetrachromacy.  

A relatively cost-effective test has been devised to test for functional 

tetrachromacy where a participant is given a standardized swatch of colors, the Munsell 

Color Checker (MCC), and then mixes paints to match the colors on the MCC as closely 

as possible (Bochko & Jameson, 2018). Once the participant completes the task, the 

painted swatch of colors is compared to the MCC using a spectrophotometer to determine 

how well the painted colors match the MCC. While a clever way for testing for functional 

tetrachromacy, this method has had limited acceptance for two reasons. One, the test is 

time-consuming and requires 2-2.5 hours for a participant to complete. Second, the 

experiment also requires a sense of artistic knowledge, knowing which paints to mix to 

produce a desired color.  

Toward the goal of developing a more efficient way of testing for functional 

tetrachromacy, Jameson et al. (2001) displayed a full spectrum gradient of color to 

participants wherein perceived boundaries between colors were marked. For example, a 

participant marks down the edges of stripe colors for how many stripes they see (Figure 

1.1). Functional tetrachromats typically indicated seeing more stripes than trichromats, 
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showing this to be a promising new way of testing for tetrachromacy. Some things to note 

about this method is that the stimulus itself is composed of expensive optical equipment 

to properly display the rainbow-like gradient to participants. Further, the stimulus was 

never verified to display uniform bands of color to participants and may have been 

artificially constrained to make some bands wider or narrower than others by adjustment 

of the various lenses used in the apparatus according to the experimenter’s own visual 

perception, with a halogen lamp not producing a broadband spectrum of light of which 

other sources are capable. Finally, Jameson et al. note the best exemplar locations for 

trichromats and tetrachromats of where stripes were placed while being constrained to 

having to place seven stripes, but this amalgamation of data precludes the ability to 

elucidate where on average, new stripes are being placed between those participants that 

see just six stripes compared to those that see up to 16 stripes (no further analysis was 

done for a separate color demarcation task where participants were not constrained to six 

stripes). Determining where new stripes are being seen between participants can shed 

light on where tetrachromats have enhanced discernment between colors compared to 

their trichromatic counterparts. It becomes difficult to compare stripe delineations to best-

exemplar locations in the Jameson et al. study as the instructions for each result were 

different: the former was a function of simple line demarcation as seen in Figure 1.1, 

whereas the latter used semantic color categories e.g. asking participants to label 

locations of red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, and purple so participants were 

constrained to just seven color choices. While this addressed the researcher’s question of 

whether tetrachromats would place archetypal rainbow colors in different places 
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compared to trichromats--they did not--it does not answer the question of where 

tetrachromats are more likely to exhibit additional color discrimination.  

The current study aims to extend the gradient demarcation idea to be more 

accessible, use a more ecologically-valid stimulus, and importantly identify the areas 

where functional tetrachromats will exhibit increased discernment between colors. If 

these parameters can be met, then one could feasibly more accurately determine 

prevalence of functional tetrachromacy as well as hone in more precisely on where 

tetrachromats show heightened sensitivity to color.  

 

 
Figure 1.1. An example of how participants might delineate the edges of “stripes” of 

color in the Jameson et al. experiment (2001). Black bars represent a participant’s final 

placement of lines indicating borders of the color stripes they see on a spectral rainbow 

pattern, similar to the one used in the current experiment.  
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One of the most prominent models used in color science is the Commission 

internationale de l'éclairage (International Commission on Illumination) or “CIE” 1931 

color space first presented in Cambridge, United Kingdom (Jones, 1943), shown in 

Figure 1.2. This model geometrically transforms combinations of electromagnetic 

spectral frequencies into a three-dimensional mapping of perceived colors, created by two 

independent researchers, Guild (1932) and Wright (1929, 1930).  In the original 

experiments, participants were given a reference color and instructed to match the 

reference color using three primary colors, a form of multidimensional scaling (MDS). 

However, to correct for differences of wattage of the primary lights as well as the human 

eye having inconsistent sensitivity to various wavelengths, participants first had to match 

the three primaries with a standardized 5000 kelvin National Physics Laboratory (NPL) 

Standard White Light. Once this procedure was performed, the experimenter had values 

that could then be multiplied by the subject’s response to any test color resulting in the 

vector equation: 

C ≡ αR + βG + γB 

where α, β, and γ comprise the trichromatic coefficients. These coefficients specify what 

is now contemporarily called “chromaticity,” which is the quality of color without regard 

to brightness. It was previously demonstrated that the human eye is most sensitive to light 

around 555nm with sensitivity diminishing at the shorter and longer wavelengths (CIE, 

1926, Figure 1.3). To account for brightness, Guild created scaling factors (or in Guild’s 

words, luminosity factors) using the equation: 

LR : LG : LB = 1 : 4.390 : 0.048 
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where each of the trichromatic coefficients is multiplied by these values and then 

summed to arrive at a luminance value that was associated with a perceived color. 

Ultimately, Guild and Wright succeeded in creating the framework for quantitatively 

describing visible colors, that has become the international color standard known as the 

CIE 1931 color space. The CIE color space comprises a multidimensional scaling (MDS) 

solution in which equal distances in in the space represent approximately equal 

perceptual differences. The Y axis represents relative luminance whereas the X axis is a 

function of all three cone responses. 
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Figure 1.2. CIE 1931 color space. This space was created with matching three primary 

colors to monochromatic reference colors as a means of quantifying how the human eye 

perceives colors.  The colors around the curved edge of the space are the pure wavelength 

spectral colors, and the colors within the space are multiple wavelength colors that can be 

approximately expressed as linear averages of their pure wavelength components.  This is 

a classic multidimensional scaling (MDS) solution in which equal distances in CIE color 

space represent approximately equal perceptually-discriminable differences. The colors 

shown in this diagram are not actual CIE color space colors but rather are rough 

approximations for illustrative purposes.  
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Figure 1.3. The human photopic luminous efficiency function, V(λ) as defined by the 

CIE 1924 color commission. This function characterizes the sensitivity of the human eye 

at each wavelength where 555nm is the maximally sensitive wavelength. This function 

was derived using heterochromatic brightness matching. This is a simplified 

approximation of how an individual’s retina would respond to various wavelengths of 

light.  

 

The resultant CIE color space is relatively continuous, and appears to have no 

visible discontinuities or categorical stripes, unlike colloquial descriptions of a rainbow 

(Figure 1.4).  In the study, I explore the idea of color categorization and test for 

prototypical regions of spectral colors that produce the perception of rainbow “stripes” in 

smooth gradients of pure wavelength color stimuli. Specifically, the wavelengths used in 

the current experiment will be pure wavelengths taken from the spectral locus (edges) of 

the CIE 1931 color space as it is refracted from natural daylight. The specific spectral 
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location and number of stripes in rainbows appears to be potentially promising as both a 

guide to the general categorization of color, and as a quick functional test for dichromacy 

and tetrachromacy. This also enables a test of if the spectral locations of rainbow stripe 

boundaries are shared among dichromats, trichromats, and tetrachromats. In short, 

establishing color categories enables us to identify and verify which colors in a smooth 

gradient are most salient and prototypical based on width and center points of any 

perceived stripes.  

 

Figure 1.4. Rainbows, which are comprised of a continuous change in electromagnetic 

frequency, can appear to have categorical stripes of color. 

 

Past research has tested how humans categorize color according to perceptual and 

cognitive constraints (Boynton et al., 1989). Of particular interest in this work is parsing 

lexical color categories from perceptual color categories, with the emphasis being on the 
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latter in terms of defining color perception in a way that is free of semantic meaning, or 

otherwise influenced by language (Boynton et al., 1964; Boynton & Olson, 1987).  

One experiment tested the difference of responses between color labels and actual 

color stimuli (Shepard & Cooper, 1992). When sorting colors according to labels, the 

outcomes were nearly identical between normal vision and colorblind participants. 

However, when color stimuli themselves were sorted in the same manner, colorblind 

individuals’ rankings of colors became condensed among the red-green dimension, 

despite normal vision participants’ responses staying the same. This work from Shepard 

and Cooper has been reproduced (Jameson & Komarova, 2009). These findings 

demonstrate the importance of using task instructions and color stimuli that are as free 

from semantic interpretation as possible to yield perceptually accurate data, rather than 

data that are more connected to language processing.  

More recently, it has been discovered that color categorization begins even in 

infants, suggesting a biological component is responsible (Skelton et al., 2017). This is 

significant as previous theories attribute much of categorical color perception to 

communication or culture that is learned.  

Dichromacy, Anomalous Trichromacy, and Tetrachromacy 

 Past work in color perception has demonstrated that individuals who are 

colorblind perceive fewer colors than those with normal vision (Gordon, 1998) and 

therefore upon perceiving a rainbow-like gradient are less likely to see as many stripes.  

 A brief overview of the major types of colorblindness is in order. Normal vision 

trichromats have three color cones, S, M, and L which typically correspond to 445 nm, 

535 nm and 575nm for peak absorbance respectively (Fortner & Meyer, 1998). In 
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colorblindness, one of two deficiencies happen, the first being a reduced receptor peak 

absorbance curve, where any of the previously mentioned S, M, or L cones have reduced 

or shifted peak sensitivity (Goldstein, 2007). This is known as color anomaly. The second 

deficiency type is when a color cone type is completely absent, in which case only two 

cones function, known as dichromacy. Greek prefixes then denote precisely which of the 

S, M, or L cones are affected, tritos-, deuteros, and protos respectively. For instance, 

deuteranopia (the most common colorblind type) indicates the peak absorbance of the M 

color cone is skewed. Conversely, deuteranomaly denotes the complete absence of M 

type color cones. Using this information, informed judgements can be made as to how 

colorblind observers would see a typical rectilinear gradient of electromagnetic light 

frequencies, seeing fewer bands of color than a normal vision trichromat or having a 

skewed band perception depending on color vision deficiency (CVD) type.  

 A primary goal of this work is testing those that may have functional 

tetrachromacy, more often females, who are capable of discerning between more colors 

than trichromats (Jameson et al., 2020). In this case, it is logical to infer that 

tetrachromatic individuals will see more stripes of color than a normal vision participant, 

as has been demonstrated to a limited extent in work by Jameson et al. (2001).  

Further, color researchers have posited that those with tetrachromatic capabilities 

may be able to process visual information more quickly due to having the extra cone 

receptor type (Sutherland, 2001). An potentially promising possibility with the current 

work is being able to use a novel technique to more efficiently identify tetrachromats than 

the presently time-consuming methods available such as multispectral assessment 

(Bochko & Jameson, 2018) or expensive, limited PCR assessment that is unable to 
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identify functional versus non-functional tetrachromacy and does not require expensive 

optical equipment (Jameson et al., 2001) and yields increased accuracy. 

The current experiment tests for common categorical perception of spectral colors 

by having participants identify the most perceptually prominent stripes of colors they 

observe in a pure wavelength rainbow. Participants are shown a full spectrum gradient of 

color using a prism redirecting broad spectrum light directly via the sun.  The goal of the 

experiment is to determine if there are common archetypal spectral colors expressed as 

dominant stripes, and if so, where these are spectrally located and how these locations 

correspond to models of color vision, potentially as a measure of color blindness, and 

tetrachromacy. Specifically, I hypothesize that those with colorblindness will perceive 

fewer stripes of color and those with tetrachromacy will perceive more stripes than those 

with typical color vision. I further hypothesize those with tetrachromatic vision will 

reliably identify new stripes within the green-red region. Finally, I aim to identify the 

prototypical colors participants see in a rainbow-like gradient, and if the boundaries of 

these prototypical colors are common among dichromats, trichromats and tetrachromats. 

 

Method 

Participants 

Participants were 21 Arizona State University undergraduate students from the 

introductory Psychology course subject pool (Mage = 18.81, SD = 1.01; 2 African, 6 

Asian, 6 Latinx, 8 Caucasian). All participants had normal or corrected to normal visual 

acuity and were verified to have normal color vision based on Ishihara tests (Appendix 

A). Special recruitment was used to include 11 self-identified color blind or color 
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anomalous participants (Mage = 19.09, SD = 1.37; 4 Asian, 3 Latinx, 4 Caucasian), which 

were also confirmed with the same Ishihara plates. Of these participants, 7 were 

deuteranopes and 4 were protanopes. 

 

Materials 

 For this experiment, sunlight and a standard 6” triangular glass prism were used. 

The prism was affixed to an adjustable stand allowing the height to be adjusted as well as 

the angle of the prism itself. This allowed the light from the beam to be projected onto an 

8.5x11in (21x28cm) sheet of HP Premium 32 paper with 100 brightness that was located 

off to the side in the shade. The rainbow from the sunlight shining through the prism was 

projected onto the paper and aligned with the horizontal edges of the same paper, as 

shown in Figure 1.5. To further standardize lighting conditions and to facilitate correct 

alignment, the experiment was conducted within one hour of noon on sunny well-lit days, 

with at least 90,000 lx verified with a REED SD-1128 photometer. To test for uniform 

distribution of color wavelengths in the stimulus, I used a Specim IQ hyperspectral 

mobile camera and took a hyperspectral high dynamic range (HDR) photograph of the 

refracted gradient. The resulting hyperspectral HDR photograph was then processed 

using Scyven software (Habili & Oorloff, 2015). This confirmed that each “band” of 

color in the gradient maintained the same uniform width of 2.81 in (7.14 cm), SDband = 

0.11in (0.28cm) over the range of wavelengths from 400nm-700nm, calibrated in steps of 

2nm increments (150 steps total).  
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Procedure 

 

 Participants were instructed to mark on the paper where they saw boundaries in 

the colors of the rainbow, taking about one minute per participant, no color labels or 

terms were used. This allowed us to not only determine how many “stripes” they 

perceived but also the average perceived spectral locations and width of each stripe 

(Figure 1.5). In order to standardize the measurements, the prism was pointed at a tilted 

planar surface, aligning the edges of the gradient with the edges of the paper such that the 

far edges of the rainbow gradient were identically located at the same location on the 

sheet of paper for each participant. Finally, the lux level was measured and confirmed to 

be within the designated range of 97,000±1,000 Lx during each data gathering session.  
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Figure 1.5. Prismatic light stimulus and participant marking boundaries. The above 

photos were taken using the SPECIM IQ Hyperspectral camera (top) and an iPhone X 

(bottom), compressed into an RGB image. This image is simulated, as participants had a 

clipboard behind the paper to create a smooth surface on which to mark boundaries. 
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Results 

 On average, normal vision participants were most likely to mark 6 stripes on the 

gradient (µ = 6.3, σ = 1.06). Figures 1.6-1.7. Of the 21 normal vision participants, four 

saw 7 stripes, just two saw 8 stripes and only one participant perceived 9 stripes. In 

contrast, colorblind participants saw significantly less stripes (µ = 4.45, σ = 0.52) than 

normal vision participants, t (30) = 5.49, p = 001, d = 1.00, a large effect size. 

 In order to test if the locations of the chosen demarcation line placements between 

color band stripes occurred at common spectral frequencies, a k-means cluster analysis 

was conducted.  Here each demarcation point was coded by computing the physical 

distance between that point and the group center of apparent clusters, and then was 

classified to be in the group closest to that point (Wagstaff et al., 2001). The group 

centers were then recomputed by taking the mean total of the vectors in the group, in 

essence clustering points to the nearest centroid, and transforming physical distances into 

the corresponding electromagnetic spectral frequency. This cluster analysis revealed that 

average demarcation line placement among the normal vision participants began at 

682nm then lines were placed at 639nm (1st stripe), 600nm (2nd stripe), 562nm (3rd 

stripe), 478nm (4th stripe), and 427nm (5th stripe), Figure 1.8. Participants who perceived 

more than 5 color demarcation lines saw additional lines placed at 522nm (6th stripe), 

615nm (7th stripe), 655nm (8th stripe) and 448nm (9th stripe).  

 Colorblind individuals placed their beginning stripe at 672nm, then placed lines at 

616nm (1st stripe), 557nm (2nd stripe), 513nm (3rd stripe), 451nm (4th stripe), Figure 1.9. 

A bit less than half of the colorblind participants saw an additional 5th stripe placed at 

595nm. Further, colorblind participants were significantly more likely to place their 
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beginning stripe much lower in the spectrum than normal vision participants, t (30) = 

3.14, p = 0.004, d = 0.57, a medium effect size.  

 Pairwise comparison tests were assessed between the normal vision and 

colorblind individuals, finding all but 11 of the possible 50 pairings significantly different 

(p < .001), Figure 1.10. This pointed to the possibility that normal vision participants and 

colorblind participants categorically perceived similar category boundaries in these 

nonsignificant pairings. To test if this was the case, equivalency testing was performed 

(Harris et al., 2012; Lakens et al., 2018). Equivalency testing calculates the confidence 

interval between means of a given pair of samples and then checks to see if the 

confidence interval completely falls within the equivalence threshold, based on effect 

size, -d to d where d = (M2 – M1) / SDpooled.  If the confidence interval falls within the 

equivalence threshold it is assumed that the pairing is equivalent. Following the advice of 

Harris and colleagues (2012), a confidence interval level of (1- 2α) was used, resulting in 

5 of the pairings being equivalent, Figure 1.10, Table 1.1.  
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Figure 1.6. Graphs depicting how many stripes each participant saw in the normal vision 

group (top) compared to colorblind participants (bottom). Most normal vision 

participants perceived 6 stripes, and color blind participants identified significantly fewer 

stripes than the normal vision participants.  
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Figure 1.7. Graph indicating where participants placed markers between color 

boundaries. The top indicates participants with normal trichromatic vision whereas the 

bottom portion shows data from colorblind participants.  
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Figure 1.8. Cluster analysis reveals where normal vision participants are most likely to 

place line demarcations. 0 represents where participants indicated they first started to 

perceive color. Numbers 1-5 correspond to line placement for all participants. 

Participants that perceived more than 5 stripes have placed new stripes at locations 6, 7, 

8, and 9 respectively. Note that those who perceived 7 and 8 stripes had increased 

differentiation in the orange-red range with new stripes located at 615nm and 655nm. No 

standard error is available for the 9th stripe as only one participant marked 9 stripes. 
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Figure 1.9. Cluster analysis shows that colorblind participants place stripes 

demonstrating a collapse amongst the red-orange dimension when compared to normal 

vision participants.  
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Figure 1.10. Comparison of non-significant pairwise tests between line demarcations 

(numbered lines between spectra). All other pairings were significantly different (p < 

.001). Blue triangles represent equivalent pairings. These pairings are further analyzed in 

Table 1. 
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Table 1.1.  

Equivalence Tests Between Color Demarcation Pairings       

Pairing Confidence Interval -d to d p Equivalent?   

1 -0.07 - 1.42 -0.68 to 0.68 0.14 N   

2 -0.34 - 0.15 -0.40 to 0.40 0.92 Y   

3 -0.14 - 1.35 -0.76 to 0.76 0.13 N   

4 -0.23 - 0.29 -0.33 to 0.33 0.45 Y   

5 -0.19 - 0.17 -0.24 to 0.24 0.49 Y   

6 -0.17 - 0.18 -0.21 to 0.21 0.78 Y   

7 -0.28 - 2.36 -0.32 to 0.32 0.22 N   

8 -0.09 - 1.60 -0.84 to 0.84 0.09 N   

9 -0.32 - 0.37 -0.42 to 0.42 0.84 Y   

10 -0.05 - 2.06 -0.71 to 0.71 0.13 N   

11 -0.05 - 2.32 -0.86 to 0.86 0.09 N   

            

            

            
 

Discussion 

 

 This experiment looked at how observers categorized number and width of stripes 

after observing a naturally-produced gradient of light wavelengths. Unlike the 

prototypical ROYGBIV rainbow that contains seven stripes of color, on average 

participants perceived just over six stripes, roughly corresponding to red, orange, yellow, 

green, blue and violet. Moreover, viewers with normal trichromatic vision saw 

significantly more stripes than dichromatic color blind individuals. While at this juncture 

in time I am unable to test individuals who are believed to be tetrachromatic, these results 

point to some of the participants, those that perceived more than 7 stripes, to potentially 

be tetrachromatic, especially the one that saw 9 stripes. The results of the cluster analysis 

support the notion that tetrachromatic individuals likely possess increased sensitivity and 

color discriminability around the spectral frequency extremes rather than the central 

frequencies around 480-660nm. When compared to normal vision participants who 
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perceived 6 stripes, colorblind participants’ locations of stripes were similar for 

placement of their middle point markers in the lime-green and blue-green regions of the 

stimulus but toward the ends of the distribution, colorblind observers showed a collapsing 

of their red-orange and violet-blue markers. Consistent with past work on colorblind 

sensitivities, colorblind individuals also placed their beginning marks at shorter 

wavelengths than color vision normal participants, indicating decreased sensitivity in the 

red region of the spectrum.   

 Categorization of color between the normal vision trichromats and colorblind 

participants showed common category boundaries around blue, green, yellow, and orange 

stripes. Because of colorblind individuals having decreased sensitivity to red, especially 

protanopes (Fortner & Meyer, 1998), there was not an equivalent pairing around the red 

stripe, with normal vision participants placing their initial red line much farther toward 

the longer wavelengths as expected. Additionally, whereas normal vision participants 

differentiated between blue and violet, colorblind individuals did not. This consistency is 

aligned with previous work showing that within perceptual spaces, observers tend to 

respond similarly (Ashby & Gott, 1988).  

From the standpoint of the smooth continuum of electromagnetic spectral 

frequencies, color categories could be thought of as a type of illusion, and while the color 

categories might simply be explainable due to the limited number of cone types, they also 

may reflect some type of evolutionarily selected functional differentiation such as 

generically discriminating bluish liquids, greenish plants, and reddish earth tones, Figure 

1.11. It would appear the human visual system is optimized for leaf and fruit 

consumption, where discriminating between red and green is critical (Gegenfurtner & 
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Rieger, 2000; Lucas et al., 2003). More precisely, the color of leaves serves as an 

indicator of maximum nutritional content with leaves changing between green and red. 

Further, most fruits generally begin as green but ripen to become yellow, orange, brown 

or red, hence being “red-shifted” (Willson & Whelan, 1990) other research points to an 

additional benefit as far-away fruits in this color region are easier to identify against 

green leaves (Bompas et al., 2013). This helps explain why the human visual color 

system has increased discrimination in the red-green portion of the spectrum, and also 

bolsters the results that increased discernment between spectra “stripes” occurs in the red-

green portion of the color spectrum.  

Figure 1.11. Examples of categorical colors for which the human visual system may be 

optimized. These categories map onto the perceptual categories chosen by participants in 

this experiment.  
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Other evidence exists to support M and L cones being most optimal for human 

vision and hence their increased range of sensitivity in the red-green region (Changzi et 

al., 2006). Blood oxygen saturation is readily visible in skin colors of all humans and 

humans have an incredible sensitivity to skin tone changes as a function of blood 

oxygenation. This is important for mate selection as many underlying health issues will 

impact blood oxygenation levels. In addition, being discerning of healthy skin tone aids 

in discernment of emotional states in others. It is theorized that this is why humans and 

other primates are bare faced. Further, particular colors of commonly encountered objects 

seem to be grounded in interesting phenomena related to why we see color. For instance, 

dirt comes in four main colors: white, which is influenced by salt deposits; brown, 

influenced by decomposing plant material; yellow or red, revealing presence of iron; and 

gray, which signals water has been in the soil for a long period of time (NRCS, 2021). 

Green in plant leaves is attributed to the two main types of chlorophyll which both absorb 

violet and orange and blue and yellow light respectively, while absorbing no green, but 

subsequently reflecting green (Milne et al., 2014). Another fundamental color seen in 

nature is blue in water which is attributed to a combination of the reflection of the blue 

sky and the absorption spectra of water, being highly contingent on observation angle 

(Braun & Smirnov, 1993). Encounters with these and other common colors might 

influence the way that perceptual color categories are formed as increased experience 

with color stimuli helps to develop classification of the same categories (Homa et al., 

1981).  

The real-world continuous color stimulus gradient and line demarcation task can 

also provide fruitful results and methodology for those interested in categorical color 
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perception. Previous research into color categorization often entails participants matching 

or locating semantic color labels (Uchikawa & Shinoda, 1996) whereas the current 

research model presents a novel approach to locate color boundaries without need of 

explicit color naming. Further, as pointed out by Bae et al. (2015) past work in 

categorical color perception has been limited by two methodological obstacles. The first 

is that previous research has used stimuli encompassing a restricted area of color space 

and the second issue regards the sampling resolution: if color stimuli are quantized too 

coarsely, then it could lead to the incorrect conclusion of exact discrete boundaries. The 

current stimulus is a full set of pure color wavelengths that ranges from 400-700nm with 

a high amount of resolution and the task itself allows participants to place their responses 

at any location and make as few or many marks as desired, thus mitigating any confounds 

related to stimulus resolution or quantization of participant responses.  

Another level of explanation that would provide mechanisms of these results may 

be that categorical boundaries were formed from the overlapping sensitivities in the color 

cones of the human retina, Figure 1.12 (Fortner & Meyer, 1998). Given how each cone 

can be stimulated in unique ways from pure wavelengths (Figure 1.13), it is possible 

unique pairings may result in categories based on single color cones being excited or 

unique combinations of color cones to create a categorical perception of color when 

viewing a continuous rainbow-gradient stimulus. Alternatively, the stripes could be a 

function of peak sensitivities in combination with points of equal overlap between 

adjacent cones (Figure 1.14). 
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Figure 1.12. Absorption rates of color cones of human eye.  

 

Figure 1.13. Conceptual diagram of how participants may mark boundaries. Each of the 

color cones and their interactions with the other cones, S, M, and L may be responsible 

for perceived stripes seen in the smooth rainbow-like gradient. The line in the middle of 

the diagram represents wavelengths visible to the human eye.  

 

 

 

 

 

Visible wavelengths 
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Figure 1.14. An alternative conceptual model for seeing stripes in smooth rainbow-like 

gradients. Stripes in this case are seen at peaks of S, M and L cone absorption curves as 

well as where the curves equally overlap. 

 

The current study supports that tetrachromatic individuals see more “stripes” than 

trichromatic individuals, and importantly that some of the increased discernment may 

happen at the 615nm and 655nm ranges where new stripes emerge. Using the current 

rainbow stripe counting method with an inexpensive prism, allows functional 

tetrachromacy to be tested more widely to obtain precise prevalence of this unusual 

exceptional trait as well as expand on current methodologies for assessing categorical 

color perception.  
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CHAPTER 2 

THE TEMPORAL CLOCKING RATES OF WHERE (DORSAL) AND WHAT 

(VENTRAL) VISUAL SYSTEMS: MEASUREMENT OF MOTION AND COLOR-

HUE DIRECTION  

In everyday experience, color is not only perceived in a static manner, but 

commonly there are temporal variations from motion and changes in lighting conditions 

as observers and objects move about in the world. Much of the research done on dynamic 

color perception in the past decades has focused on color constancy under a variety of 

largely static settings (Maloney & Wandell, 1986; Witzel & Gegenfurtner, 2018), while 

ignoring temporal properties of color perception that may now be fruitfully studied with 

new fast-display technology that has become available. The current research explores 

temporal properties of color vision that may be functional in ways that can enhance 

perception in new display designs, and further quantify processing limits of the visual 

perception system. 

 Goodale and Milner (1992) describe a dual stream brain processing model, 

characterized as the dorsal and ventral streams, which are respectively responsible for 

“how/where” versus “what” types of decisions based on original work from Mishkin and 

Ungerleider (1982). This model has been found to apply to the temporal perception of 

color in both the speed that a colored object is moving (where) as well as the speed of 

discerning hue changes (what), (Norman, 2002). Specifically, visual where decisions 

appear to require less cognitive effort, are focused on motion and largely include inputs 

that vary across large portions of the retina. Further, such decisions are sensitive to low 

spatial frequency and high temporal frequencies (Merigan, et al., 1991). In contrast, 
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visual what decisions appear to utilize higher cognitive effort, are focused on details and 

are primarily foveal while being sensitive to high spatial frequency and lower temporal 

frequencies. In both cases objective experiments can be carried out to measure the 

processing rate of the how/where or what systems by determining the point at which an 

observer can no longer accurately determine specific aspects of color stimuli. Currently, 

there is some research linking the two-streams paradigm to critical flicker fusion rate 

(Holloway et al., 2012; 2013), but little specifically testing aspects of color, and hence 

this is a potentially valuable avenue to explore. Determining processing rates can further 

elucidate the temporal information processing limits of the brain using color stimuli that 

is largely free from semantic interpretation, in contrast to previous research using 

representational stimuli like words, scenes and shapes (Marois & Ivanoff, 2005; Shapiro, 

2001).  

 A useful and traditional method for testing visual temporal perception is the 

critical flicker fusion (CFF) task which yields precise thresholds for temporal limits 

(Eisen-Enosh et al., 2017). An extension of this task has appeared in work by Holloway 

and McBeath (2013) in which two tasks were devised to separate visual processing by the 

what and where visual processing streams and then compared to CFF. The first task was 

one of apparent motion where a set of green LEDs moved in clockwise or 

counterclockwise motion which allowed for an objective measure of the threshold for a 

where processing system. A second task comprised of a set of shapes either increasing or 

decreasing in number of sides to objectively measure the what system threshold. 

Performance on these two tasks was compared to CFF rates in the same participants, 

demonstrating that the where task correlated well with CFF and produced similar 
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frequency thresholds whereas the temporal threshold rates of the what task were slower 

as is expected of a cortical system that requires more conscious cognitive processing. The 

methodology of this task can be extended into the realm of color perception by using 

several colored monochromatic LEDs to test color perceptual thresholds in a where 

system while identification of order of serially flashed monochromatic LEDs in the same 

location could be used to test visual thresholds of a what processing system.  

Past work suggests differentiation of CFF temporal thresholds by wavelength 

(Green, 1969). Long (L) and medium (M) wavelength color cones tend to have similar 

CFF thresholds to each other around 20Hz whereas small (S) color cones have lower CFF 

thresholds around 15Hz. However, it remains unknown if apparent motion is impacted by 

individual wavelengths and by extension the limits of the where processing system.   

 Some past research has attempted to define temporal color processing limits using 

a paradigm called critical color flicker fusion (Nakano & Kaiser, 1992; Truss, 1955). 

Critical color flicker fusion entails flashing two lights alternately and increasing the 

frequency until it appears the two colors have combined to form a new color, for example 

flashing a red light and a green light alternately fuse to produce a yellow color. Critical 

color flicker fusion differs from traditional CFF in that the former happens at a slower 

rate than the latter while involving an intentional chromatic component; once the two 

colors have fused, flickering still appears until the frequency rate is turned up high 

enough that they fuse to create a steady light as seen in CFF. Findings within this realm 

have been mixed, however, likely due to small sample sizes. For instance, Truss (1955) 

finds that various colored pairs produce differing thresholds between two participants 

(Figure 2.1) whereas Nakano and Kaiser (1992) find no difference between pairs of 
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colors between four participants (Figure 2.2). From the figures, one can also see the 

limited pairings of colors being displayed to participants, indeed these colors were 

created using glass color filters that are known to have a wider band spectrum per color 

than modern LED equivalents with narrower, precise spectra.  

 

Figure 2.1. Critical color flicker fusion rates reproduced from Truss (1955). Significant 

variability exists between each participant based on which color pair is presented. 

 

Figure 2.2. Critical color flicker fusion rates reproduced from Nakano and Kaiser (1992). 

Participants show little variability in their fusion rates between pairs of colors as well as 

an overall lower threshold (Hz) in where colors fuse.  
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 Color research in the past century has improved a great deal with more precise 

measurement methods and better equipment. However, overall, much of the equipment 

previously used has not allowed as precise temporal and spectral control over various 

wavelengths as is now available, with past research typically relying on lighting sources 

based on the fluorescence of materials such as neon, argon, or tungsten (Campenhousen 

et al., 1992) or color filters with relatively wider band spectral characteristics (Sill, 1961). 

More recent work has begun to utilize newly developed narrow spectra LEDs for color 

vision experiments, which enable a higher degree of control over intensity, wavelength, 

and temporal frequency (Finlayson et al., 2014).  For example, a recent study showed that 

the duration of blue is overestimated when compared to red, which warrants further 

investigation into how colors are temporally perceived (Thones et al., 2018) and others 

have demonstrated how perceived color transitions between primary colors are nonlinear 

despite being modeled as perceptually linear in CIELAB space (Kong et al., 2019).  

 The current experiment uses precise frequency and timing LED technology to test 

the perceptual processing thresholds of the perception-action based where system and the 

perceptual processing limits of the conscious-cognitive based what system.   

  Ventral tasks are usually thought to be conscious decisions that require a higher 

level of processing, which typically takes more time (McBeath, Tang, Shaffer, 2018; 

Norman, 2002), and therefore it is hypothesized that participants will perceive order of 

color in the what task more slowly (a lower CFF threshold) than the motion of color in 

the where task due to the former process requiring conscious cognitive processes versus a 

more automatic perception-action based process in the latter process. Further, I expect a 
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high level of precision of these two systems in determining exact thresholds based on 

objective responses rather than subjective responses of past work. 

 

Method 

Participants 

 Participants were 10 undergraduate students at Arizona State University (Mage = 

21.22, SD = 2.13; 6 females, 4 males). Participants were screened for normal color vision 

using Ishihara test plates.  

Materials 

 To produce the colored stimuli for each experiment, I used a custom “HyLighter” 

device comprising of a cluster of 10 LEDs (Figures 2.3-2.4) connected to an Arduino 

Uno Rev3 board. The Arduino board was in turn connected to an Adafruit TLC59711 

driver board for precise control over individual diodes. Each of the 10 narrow-band LEDs 

covers a different portion of the visible color spectrum ranging from 440nm to 740nm 

(Figures 2.5-2.6). This device can display a broad spectrum of color and offers a high 

degree of control over traditional trichromatic color displays. Participants were placed in 

a dark room and with the aid of a chin rest, sat two feet (60cm) back from the array of 

LEDs in each experiment. This enabled us to present stimuli that were at an 8° 

paracentral visual field view for maximal stimulation of color cones. All LEDs were 

tuned to emit 150 lux such that participants could not use brightness as a cue for color 

direction; a REED SD-1128 photometer was used to verify uniform lux output between 

LEDs.   
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In the where processing experiment, I placed four HyLighter devices in a 

diamond array, and used six prototypical colors as defined by previous work on color 

categorization (Krynen & McBeath, 2021). Specifically, the six LED colors used were: 

Violet (450nm), Blue (473nm), Green (530nm), Yellow (587nm), Orange (613nm), and 

Red (660nm). The individual LEDs were switched on sequentially to give the viewer the 

perception of motion moving either in the clockwise or counter-clockwise direction 

continuously until the participant responded (Figure 2.7).  

 
Figure 2.3. Layout of HyLighter board. Individual clusters of 10 LEDs are shown 

switched off. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.4. Photo of cluster of LEDs with all diodes switched on to give a sense of the 

actual color output.   
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Figure 2.5. Spectral output by individual LED. Note that the majority of LEDs emit 

narrow spectra for more precise color control.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.6. Combined spectral output of all LEDs compared to daylight (top curve in 

figure). When tuned, spectral output is similar to daylight peaks. 

 

For the what processing experiment, I used a single “HyLighter” device which 

had a 10in (25.4cm) diameter optical tube installed on the top of the LED board to focus 

the light onto a single point. The reason for using this optical tube was to remove any 

Daylight  

(6500k) 
 

HyLighter 

360  400     450        500        550          600         650        700       750     800    830 

                                                     Wavelength (nm) 
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possible spatial information a participant could associate with each LED as it illuminates. 

In this experiment, order of color was assessed between blue (473nm), green (530nm), 

and red (660nm) LEDs. The LEDs were programmed to illuminate continuously in a 

sequential Blue-Green-Red or Red-Green-Blue order until the participant responded 

(Figure 2.8).  

 

Procedure 

The experimental task in both experiments utilized the method of motion 

handedness (McBeath, 1990) in which participants do not simply make a subjective 

judgment of when visual items reach a set threshold, but rather make an objective 

judgment of which direction the color appears to travel, either clockwise or counter-

clockwise, or in the second experiment between order of Blue-Green-Red or Red-Green-

Blue. Using this method is superior to previous methods of testing flicker rates because 

each trial has an outcome that can be scored as correct or incorrect. In other words, the 

method of motion-handedness is the illusion of motion with an objective direction, 

compared to other test methods that rely on the subjective claims of fusion by the 

participant.  

A staircase procedure was used to determine the threshold, measured in Hz, at 

which participants can no longer distinguish the physical direction of color movement 

(Levitt, 1971). The adaptive staircase method remains a superior test of CFF due to its 

reliability and minimization of time compared to other popular psychophysical 

procedures like the method of constant stimuli and the method of limits (Eisen-Enosh et 

al., 2017).  
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Following McBeath (1990), if a viewer answered incorrectly for motion direction, 

speed of presentation was reduced in the next trial. Speed remained the same on the next 

trial if the participant answered correctly on the last trial or last two trials previous to a 

correct trial and finally, speed increased if three trials in a row were identified correctly. 

The experiment terminated when the participant experienced nine reversals (of speeding 

up and slowing down). By using these thresholds, I was also able to control for guessing. 

Each experiment began at 1Hz and was changed by incremental intervals of 20ms in the 

first block, then 10ms in the second block and finally by 5ms in the final block. Each 

block began at the speed where the previous block concluded, allowing discovery of 

precise thresholds at which participants were able to successfully discriminate direction 

of color. Overall, participants completed each experiment in about 20 minutes for a total 

average of about 40 minutes to complete both the where and what tasks. An example trial 

would consist of the stimulus moving at a speed of 1Hz in both tasks, with the participant 

being instructed to respond direction (clockwise/counterclockwise) or order (red-green-

blue/green-blue-red) depending on the experiment, and then the speed of the subsequent 

trial would change based on the aforementioned staircase procedure until nine reversals 

were observed. Once a trial block concluded, a new trial block with finer thresholds was 

used, until all three blocks (20ms, 10ms, then 5ms) were presented and participant 

responses were recorded, and then the next experiment would begin. The where and what 

experiments were counterbalanced such that half of participants started with the where 

experiment and the other half with the what experiment, then completed the other paired 

experiment.  
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Figure 2.7. Orientation of blue wavelength LEDs using method of motion handedness in 

Experiment 1. By sequentially illuminating LEDs in a diamond-like pattern, an observer 

can evaluate perceived direction and hence assess a correct/incorrect response. When the 

LED’s flicker too fast, participant can no longer ascertain the direction of travel.  The 

threshold of when participants can just barely discern direction of travel indicates the 

measure of maximum perceived flicker rate. 

 

The thresholds found are not expected to precisely model actual color cone 

receptor flicker fusion rates, but rather provide a behavioral measure of overall flicker 

fusion rates at different spectral frequencies, centered on the prototypical values 

determined in Krynen & McBeath (in progress).  

In experiment 1, the LED pattern continued to flash in clockwise or counter-

clockwise fashion until the participant pressed the arrow keys “→” or “←” to indicate 

clockwise or counter-clockwise motion respectively. Once the participant responded, the 
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trial terminated and the next trial began, with the actual direction of motion being chosen 

at random and according to the staircase procedure mentioned previously.  

 In the second experiment, participants specified if the colors were presented in 

Blue-Green- Red or Red-Green-Blue order continuously. While the pattern was 

repeating, participants had two clickable graphic options presented to them on a small 

computer display showing two bands of colors, a band in Blue-Green-Red order, and one 

that showed the colors displayed in the opposite direction, Red-Green-Blue to simulate 

the two possible color directions a participant might perceive in each trial (Figure 2.9). 

Once the participants clicked on a band, the next trial began, with a randomly selected 

sequence of Blue-Green-Red or Red-Green-Blue. 

  

Figure 2.8. Sequence possibilities of colors for Experiment 2. Panel A shows colors 

moving in a “clockwise” chroma direction (Blue-Green-Red) and panel B the opposite 

(Red-Green-Blue).  
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Figure 2.9. Appearance of buttons participants clicked to indicate order of color observed 

in experiment 2. 

Results 

 

  The mean color processing speed threshold for processing clockwise versus 

counter-clockwise direction was statistically the same for all colors at M = 19.15Hz per 

cycle, 76.60 individual LED flashes per second, F (5, 45) = 0.63, p = 0.68, d = 0.17. 

Relative to the where processing experiment, the mean color processing threshold for 

processing hue direction was 2.28Hz per cycle (6.84 individual colors per second), 

Figures 2.10-2.11. These two processing speed rates differed significantly, Δµ = 

16.87Hz, t (9) = 11.31, p < 0.001, d = 4.97. A correlation between scores on both tasks 

was not significant after removing a single outlier who performed exceptionally well on 

the where processing task, r = -0.086, n = 9, p = 0.826.  
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Figure 2.10. Color processing threshold by participant. Those in the where experiment 

show a consistently higher color processing threshold compared to those in the what 

experiment.  
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Figure 2.11. Color processing threshold of experiment 1 compared to experiment 2. 

Because of the increased principally cognitive demand, the threshold decreased in 

Experiment 2. Standard error bars are shown above each bar. 

 

Discussion 

 These results demonstrate that there are two distinct timing thresholds for 

processing temporal color information, supporting my hypothesis that a what system 

processes visual information more slowly than a where system. Specifically, the where 

system confirmed processing rate of around 20Hz, consistent with classic findings of 

flicker fusion rates (Hecht & Shaler, 1936; Simonson & Brozek, 1952) as well as 
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previous findings on visual temporal rates (Fink et al., 2006). These findings also reveal a 

what system processing rate of about 2-7Hz, consistent with preferred temporal rates of 

higher-level cognitive processes like shape discrimination judgments, preferred speech 

syllable rate, and speech processing thresholds (Holloway & McBeath, 2013; Picton, 

2013; Van Wassenhove et al., 2004; Van Wassenhove et al., 2007). These results further 

add to the growing body of literature demonstrating that there is not a unitary temporal 

processing system as defined by others (Pöppel, 1997). Because of the similar timing 

rates, these results suggest it is not simply a matter of different levels of difficulty of 

tasks but in fact supportive of two distinct processing systems. Neuroscientific research 

also supports the idea of two separate systems, with V1 and V2 processing fast stimuli 

around 18-25Hz, where stimuli, while V4 and the Fusiform Face Area (FFA) process 

slower temporal stimuli at 4-5Hz, what stimuli (McKeeff et al., 2007). Thus, the V1 and 

V2 areas are likely mechanisms for processing where system type stimuli and the V4, 

FFA are responsible for processing what system type stimuli.  

 A considerable degree of overlap exists between the where and what visual 

processing systems and magnocellular (M) and parvocellular (P) visual pathways in the 

brain (Kessels et al., 1999; Kraus & Nicol, 2005). Even now, creating stimuli that can 

measure each the M and P systems respectively has proven problematic, especially when 

there is still much to be discovered in regard to how the two systems contribute to spatial 

vision (Edwards et al., 2021; Masari et al., 2020). The stimuli used in the current study 

could be used to more precisely model how the M and P systems function, with these 

results giving precise processing limits that may apply to these two systems. It should be 

noted that this work provides a behavioral way of defining these systems from the ground 
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up, which should lead to cleaner models with more precise thresholds. Future research 

would determine more precisely what parts of the brain are responsible for behavior 

related to timing, although current research increasingly points toward temporal 

processing being a rather dispersed, hierarchical system (Lad et al., 2020).  

 These findings also mirror past work that shows perceptual-action processing 

limits of around 20-40Hz for several motor coordination-based tasks (McBeath & 

Krynen, 2015). Defining perceptual processing limits is important because these factors 

are necessary in a multitude of crucial perceptual processes such as speech and walking. 

This dual timing model approach shows promise with this kind of distinction and aligns 

with other research that demonstrates distinct cortical processing what and where systems 

(Creem & Proffitt, 2001; Milner & Goodale, 2008; Rauschecker, 2018). Ultimately, the 

findings of this study support the differentiation of two visual processing systems and 

provide a metric for neural research that examines relative dorsal (20Hz) and ventral (2-

7Hz) processing rates. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SEEING FALSE COLOR EVEN BETTER: ENHANCED PERCEPTION OF 

BENHAM’S TOP  

First discovered in 1826 by a French Monk by the name of Prévost and then 

studied scientifically in 1838 by Fechner (Cohen & Gordon, 1949), the idea of seeing 

“false colors” (FCs) has a centuries-long history. In essence, a black and white patterned 

disk (Figure 3.1) is spun at an optimal speed to cause the observer to perceive color 

(Fechner, 1838). Seeing the novelty of the item, Charles Benham marketed the top to the 

public as a children’s toy in 1894, however shortly after its release to the public, it drew 

the attention of several scientists who attempted to standardize what FCs are commonly 

seen on the top (Benham, 1894; Bidwell, 1897; Finnegan & Moore, 1894). It is now 

known that a reddish-brown appears on the outside, followed by tan, then a green and 

finally a dark blue when spun counterclockwise. The ordering of the FCs reverse position 

when the disk is spun clockwise, though due to individual differences, not everyone sees 

all the rings of FCs. 

 

Figure 3.1. Fechner’s original disk. This pattern is rarely used in contemporary studies of 

false color.  
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Part of why Benham’s top tended to be contentious among scientists in the late 

1800’s and early 1900’s—indeed part of the novelty among non-scientists--has to do with 

how verbal report of the FCs seen on the disk can vary widely (von Campenhausen & 

Schramme, 1995). However, when colored stimuli are allowed to be matched up to the 

FCs seen on the disk, individual differences subside with observers typically reporting 

perceiving the same colors on the spinning disk (Rosenblum et al., 1981).  

More modern research points to the idea of the phenomenon being induced by 

flickering of light between the black and white areas of the disk, and it is now commonly 

labeled as pattern-induced flicker colors, or PIFCs (von Campenhausen, 1973). 

Fechner initially believed the illusion was due to timing with red being 

perceptually processed more quickly and blue more slowly; hence when viewing a disk 

of varying black and white patterns, rapid changes in luminance would create the illusion 

of PIFCs (Fechner, 1838; von Campenhause & Schramme, 1995). Variations of this 

theory persisted with some attributing the effect of PIFCs to how cones are placed in the 

retina (Jarvis, 1977; Kellog & O’Shea, 2007). More recent work shows that the effect is 

better explained as the result of high order visual processing of the same rapid changes in 

luminance (Le Rohellec & Vienot, 2000). Using fMRI, it has been demonstrated that 

seeing PIFCs are largely processed in the early visual areas V1 and V2, and some further 

processing in V4 (Mullen et al., 2015; Tanabe et al., 2011). The same work with 

Benham’s tops demonstrates that both color and contrast processing are linked (Kenyon 

et al., 2004; Mullen et al., 2015). This idea warrants further exploration using graded top 

patterns to psychophysically test for whether contrast will affect perceived FCs.  
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Further complicating the phenomena, the ambient lighting spectrum has been 

shown to influence perceived FCs on a Benham’s top (Vienot & Le Rohellec, 1992). 

Several different light sources were usually originally used when Benham’s top first 

became popular, primarily incandescent bulbs, but Benham himself encouraged others to 

use a low-pressure sodium lamp to observe the top to most successfully see PIFCs 

(Benham, 1894).  Yet, this idea has not previously been formally tested, especially with 

the more modern knowledge that low pressure sodium lamps put out an extremely narrow 

frequency band of light (de Groot & Van Vliet, 1986). 

Several new designs of the top have emerged over the centuries, and the design of 

the disk itself has been inconsistent between studies with some patterns having seen more 

use than others, likely due to evoking PIFCs better than others (Nishiyama, 2012). It is 

potentially useful to more precisely test the range of PIFCs under conditions of different 

tops and lighting, and to directly test if the more commonly used top patterns objectively 

create better false colors then the less common designs. Another possible fruitful area to 

explore is how these dimensions map out using colorblind observers. There is reason to 

believe that colorblind observers will have suppressed sensitivity to false color based on 

previous work (Rosenblum et al., 1981;Shepard & Cooper, 1992; White et al., 1977), but 

it is possible that even still, perception of false color can be improved by altering the 

nature of the stimulus and surroundings. 

The current experiment seeks to test if top pattern type as well as narrowband 

ambient lighting can enhance the FCs seen on a Benham’s top, both in terms of number 

of unique FCs seen on the disk as well as vividness of the FCs. Further, the uniformity of 

the stimulus pattern itself has not been tested. This leads to four hypotheses: 
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H1: Increased clarity of the top pattern will produce both a broader range of 

perceived FCs and higher saturation of FCs.  

H2: Narrowband ambient lighting will enhance the number of FCs and saturation 

of FCs.   

H3: More commonly used top patterns will produce more vivid and saturated 

FCs.  

H4: Colorblind individuals will experience fewer vivid FCs than normal 

trichromats overall.  

 

Method 

Participants 

 4 participants were recruited for the experiment, 3 female and 1 male, (Mage = 

20.25, SD = 0.50). More participants were planned, but testing limitations occurred due to 

Covid-19 restrictions.  All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and 

were trichromats. 

 An additional 2 colorblind individuals were recruited for the experiment, (Mage = 

19.50, SD = 0.71), one deuteranope and one protanope. 

Materials 

 A 3.5” diameter (8.9cm) custom formed plastic disc was installed into a photo 

studio light box (Figure 3.2) with viewing hole and connected to a 12v DC stepper motor 

spinning counterclockwise at 300rpm with rotational speed being verified by a built-in 

tachometer using a Hall effect sensor (8 micron [.008mm] wobble); this speed was 

chosen due to creating the best FCs (von Campenhausen, 1973). To control speed, a 
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variable output power supply was attached to the motor and by varying voltage, we could 

maintain precise speeds of the top. The top was spun counter-clockwise on all trials, since 

changing directions also changes the location of FCs such that the FCs reverse locations, 

that is, the outer FC will appear on the inner portion of the top and vice versa with the 

inner FCs appearing on the outer portions of the top.  

Patterns for the top were printed onto the HP Premium 32 paper due to the 

excellent contrast provided by the 100 brightness of the paper (Figure 3.3). Three patterns 

were chosen, the original Benham’s Top pattern (1894), a popular pattern created by von 

Campenhausen (1995), both of which are known to work splendidly, and a top pattern 

that does not typically work so well, but is known to produce some false color based on 

pilot testing. To test for the possible confound of reflectivity, the reflectance curves for 

each the black and white areas of the top were measured using an Ocean Optics USB 

2000 spectrometer, (Figure 3.4). Both the black and white portions remain relatively 

uniform across all visible ranges of the spectrum with the white portion having a small 

peak in the 435nm range of the spectrum with a drop-off at lower wavelengths past that 

same mark, a common trait of white paper. 

Patterns were shown with sharp edges or a 25% blur using Photoshop 2019 

(Figure 3.5). From the roof of the box, an ASU SciHub HyLighter device was mounted 

with its light output reflecting off the disc at a 45º angle (Krynen & McBeath, 2021). Six 

colored narrowband monochromatic LEDs were chosen to eliminate the potential 

confound that seeing PIFCs could be a function of chromatic ambience, rather than 

simply as a function of narrowband ambient illumination. Each LED was tuned to reflect 

exactly 22 Lux from the surface of the top following prior research with Benham’s tops 
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(Vienot & Le Rohellec, 1992) and also because varying luminance levels have been 

shown to affect what FCs observers may see (Chen & Cicerone, 2002). A chin rest was 

mounted 6in (15cm) in front of the window of the box (23.5in, 63.5cm from the spinning 

top itself) to keep viewing distance constant and stimulate the paracentral area of the 

fovea, 8° field of view. 

To assist in determining number of FCs seen, a bridge was placed above the 

spinning disk with equally-spaced 10mm tick marks and numbers so participants could 

record approximately where a FC ring was located, Figure 3.6. Number of unique hues in 

each trial were then calculated, with the bridge being split into 4 quadrants to reflect each 

of the four arcs featured in the patterns chosen, Figure 3.7. This was particularly 

important as some of the top patterns produced thicker observed FCs and hence only one 

FC per quadrant was used for final analysis. Quadrants consisted of first, area 1 (the 

outermost quadrant) containing marks 2-3, followed by area 2, marks 4-5, then area 3, 

marks 6-7, and finally area 4 (the innermost quadrant), of marks 8-9. No false color was 

observed at the outermost edge of the disk or the innermost centroid of the disk and hence 

the marks 1 and 10 are excluded from the present analysis.  

Next, to provide a quantitative measure for saturation of hue perceived, Color-Aid 

Corp colored paper slips were cut into 1x1” squares and affixed to a board next to and 

outside of the spinning top box then labeled (for ease of participant choosing colors) in 

six “chunks” of the prototypical colors identified from experiment 1: red, orange, yellow, 

green, blue and violet (Appendix B). Within each color chunk, lightness and saturation 

were represented on the x- and y-axes respectively for a total of 54 colors with white, 

black and four increasingly dark shades of gray meaning participants had 60 possible 
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options from which to choose. The Color-Aid Corp panels were illuminated to 150lux by 

a 5000k broadband Waveform Lighting Absolute Series LED light strip to closely 

approximate horizon daylight, Figure 3.8. An additional benefit is the Color-Aid Corp 

values of the color swatches can be converted to other standardized color measures such 

as the Natural Color System (NCS) or CIE color space (Arbab et al., 2018). Each of the 

possible color options is shown in a table with corresponding CIE 1931 x, y values and 

plotted in the CIE 1931 color space in the appendix. In order to quantify saturation of 

perceived false color, first the white point was determined using the CIE coordinates of 

the “WHITE” Color-Aid Corp paper (x = 0.3187, y = 0.329). Distance from white then 

represents saturation with more fully saturated colors residing at the edges of the color 

space (Choudhury, 2014; Fortner & Meyer, 1998). Therefore, cartesian distance, d, 

between each of the color options and the white point were calculated for each trial using 

the following formula: 

𝑑 =  √(𝑥2 − 𝑥1)2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦1)2  
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Figure 3.2. Top-down view of apparatus created to test Benham’s top patterns. The 

observer looks through a window and sees the spinning disc with a light attached to the 

roof of the box shining down at a 45º angle off the surface of the spinning top. View of 

LED panel is rotated in diagram to show arrangement of LEDs. In figure, the yellow 

LED is illuminated.  

 

 

17.5 inches 
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Figure 3.3. Three top patterns that were used in experiment 4. The left and center 

patterns have demonstrated the most variety of false color as well as the greatest 

saturation by pilot testing whereas the right pattern was less successful in producing false 

colors. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4. Reflectance curves for the white and black portions of the top. Both the black 

(lower curve) and white (upper curve) remain relatively uniform across all visible ranges 

of the spectrum with the white portion having a small peak in the 435nm range of the 

spectrum with a drop-off at lower wavelengths past that same mark, a common trait of 

white paper.  
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Figure 3.5. Blurred top patterns. Patterns were shown to participants at 25% blur. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3.6. Diagram of bridge placed over top with numbered tick marks. This enabled 

participants to precisely identify where false colors were seen, in this example the color 

red would be reported in the #5 location. The top on the left represents how the original 

Benham’s top typically produces a thicker FC than the top on the right, used by von 

Campenhausen.  
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Figure 3.7. Depiction of how quadrants were defined for analysis. Quadrants were used 

to account for some lines being thicker based on pattern type as well as to quantify what 

false colors were seen on each of the arcs.  
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Figure 3.8. Lighting spectrum of broadband 5000k light source. This source was chosen 

for its excellent coverage of the natural daylight spectrum, with improved red coverage as 

well as better coverage of the 470-530nm zone (commonly called the cyan gap) when 

compared to traditional broadband LEDs.  

 

 

 

Procedure 

Participants sat in front of the box and observed the spinning top through the 

viewing hole. Using a nearby keyboard and computer screen, participants compared the 

FCs on the spinning top to the panel of Color-Aid Corp colored papers then reported 

which hues were seen for each ring in a pre-made electronic spreadsheet (Figure 3.9). To 

begin, participants would randomly see one of the three possible disk patterns illuminated 

400           450           500           550             600           650          700           750      

                                                     Wavelength (nm) 
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with 5000k broad spectrum light to maximally elucidate false colors, then participants 

would see the disk illuminated in the following order: Red (660nm), Orange (613nm), 

Yellow (587nm), Green (530nm), Blue (473nm), then Violet (450nm), followed by a disk 

change to the 25% blurred pattern of the same disk. This process was repeated for the 

other two disk patterns presented in random order until all trials were completed, taking 

about an hour in total. An example trial would consist of a participant placing their head 

on the chinrest and observing the spinning disk, then comparing the FCs on the disk to 

the Color-Aid Corp squares, and inputting into a pre-made spreadsheet what labeled color 

square most closely matched the FC perceived at each labeled mark on the disk. No time 

limit was placed on when participants were to respond for perceived FC, with each trial 

taking on average 30 seconds to one minute to complete. After all possible illuminations 

were presented in the above-mentioned order, the disc pattern was switched out to its 

blurred counterpart until all possible illuminations were shown on the blurred pattern. A 

new pattern would be randomly selected and the experiment would proceed until all trials 

were presented and recorded by the participant.  

The participants viewed 2 edge gradations, with 7 lighting conditions and 3 

pattern types for a 3 x 7 x 2 design.  
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Figure 3.9. Photograph of experimental setup. The participant is inputting data into the 

computer after viewing the top.  

 

Results 

 Number of unique FCs and saturation of FCs were assessed to test for how well 

disc clarity, ambient lighting and pattern type contributed to the Benham’s top illusion.  

 For the normal vision participants, the mean number of FCs seen in the clear top 

conditions was 2.53 (SD = 0.51) and in the blurred conditions was 1.88 (SD = 0.69). 

Overall, participants saw the least number of FCs in the natural lighting condition, Figure 

3.10. Using a three-way ANOVA examining the effect of clarity, lighting, and top on 

number of perceived FCs, there were two significant simple main effects of Clarity, F (1, 

126) = 19.77, p = 0.001, d = 0.87 (Figure 3.11) and Lighting, F (6, 126) = 9.27, p = 

0.001, d = 1.77 (Figure 3.12). A Tukey’s post hoc test indicated that number of FCs seen 
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in the natural lighting condition was significantly fewer than each pairing of individual 

narrowband lighting colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple (p < .001).  

However, the same three-way ANOVA demonstrated there was no significant 

three-way interaction between clarity, lighting and top on number of FCs, F (12, 126) = 

.48, p = 0.92, d = 0.41 or two-way interactions, Lighting x Clarity, F (6, 126) = .41, p = 

0.86, d = 0.29; Lighting x Top, F (12, 126) = 0.64, p = 0.81, d = 0.51; and finally, Clarity 

x Top, F (2, 126) = 0.18, p = 0.80, d = 0.09).  

 
Figure 3.10. Average number of FCs observed by condition and clarity of top pattern. 

Using narrow-band light enhanced the number of FCs participants observed.  
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Figure 3.11. Mean number of FCs perceived by top type and clarity. There was a 

significant effect of clarity on number of FCs seen. 
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Figure 3.12. Mean number of perceived FCs between the three top patterns and ambient 

lighting conditions. No significant effects of top pattern were observed in number of 

indicated FCs. 

 

 

 Saturation values ranged from 0.0003 to 0.2792 from white with a mean 

saturation value of 0.12 (SD = 0.02) in the clear top conditions and a mean saturation 

value of 0.10 (SD = 0.03) in the blurred top conditions (Figure 3.13). Participants saw the 

highest saturated false colors in the narrowband colored wavelength lighting conditions 

overall, with pattern #1 exhibiting the most saturated FCs in natural light and the higher 

wavelengths but then becoming the least saturated pattern toward the lower wavelengths, 

Figure 3.14.  
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Figure 3.13. Visual illustration for interpreting saturation values. The saturation values 

ranged from 0.0003 to 0.279, with a possible halfway saturation value of 0.139, note that 

the actual average saturation value was 0.11, indicating overall less saturated values. 

 

 

 A three-way ANOVA between clarity, lighting, and top based on saturation of 

false color indicated a significant two-way interaction between lighting and top, F (12, 

126) = 2.35, p = 0.009, d = 1.06 with significant main effects of Clarity, F (1, 126) = 

8.11, p = 0.001, d = 0.51 (Figure 3.15) and Lighting, F (6, 126) = 12.04, p = 0.001, d = 

2.30, Figure 3.16. A Tukey’s post hoc test revealed that the mean observed saturation 

levels in the natural lighting condition were significantly less than each pairing of the 

narrowband colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple (p < .005). 

No significant three-way interaction was found, F (12, 126) = 0.87, p = 0.57, d = 

0.59 as well as two-way interactions between Lighting x Clarity, F (6, 126) = 0.35, p = 

0.91, d = 0.29 and Clarity x Top F (12, 126) = 0.94, p = 0.39, d = 0.29 respectively.  
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Figure 3.14. Mean saturation values between the three top patterns and ambient lighting 

conditions. Participants compared the false color from the disc to Color-Aid Corp paper 

squares which were then converted into CIE color space values.  
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Figure 3.15. Clarity by top and pattern type. As with number of FCs, saturation was also 

highest when the pattern had a high level of clarity.  
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Figure 3.16. Mean saturation by clarity of pattern and color. Narrowband colors induced 

the best perception of saturated false colors.  

  

The frequency of FCs (red, orange, yellow, green, blue and violet) seen in each 

quadrant was summed. Red was most commonly seen in the outermost quadrant of the 

disk (F (5, 71) = 69.23, p = 0.001, d = 3.54) being significantly more observed than any 

other false color using a Tukey’s post hoc test (p < 0.05), Figure 3.17. Orange was most 

frequently observed in quadrant two, F (5, 71) = 33.54, p = 0.001, d = 2.47, also being 

seen significantly more than the other false colors in post hoc comparison (p < 0.05). 

Green was seen most in quadrant three, F (5, 71) = 51.11, p = 0.001, d = 3.05, and also 

seen more than others using post hoc analysis. Finally, in the innermost quadrant four, 

blue was most seen, F (5, 71) = 48.76, p = 0.001, d = 2.97, also confirmed with a post 
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hoc analysis. The use of quadrants was further justified as no participant perceived more 

than 4 FCs in any of the top patterns without quadrant constraints.  

Overall, red, orange, green and blue were seen more frequently than yellow and 

violet, Figure 3.18, Appendix B.  

  

Figure 3.17. Frequency of FCs observed on disk by quadrant by normal vision observers. 

FCs are separated into quadrants. The number of observations of FCs per area are as 

follows: Area 1(n = 101), Area 2(n = 84), Area 3(n = 91), Area 4(n = 95). Prototypically 

seen FCs for each area are featured in each chart. 
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Figure 3.18. Frequency of FCs observed overall by normal vision participants. Yellow 

and violet were the least observed FCs. 

  

 

Analysis of colorblind participants revealed that they saw significantly fewer FCs 

than normal trichromats, MFCs = 1.59, SD = 1.14, t (250) = 4.13, p = 0.001, d = 0.49. A 

three-way ANOVA was carried out between lighting, clarity, and top was conducted 

based on number of FCs, showing significant simple main effects of Clarity, F (1, 63) = 

18.70, p = 0.001, d = 1.08, and Lighting, F (6, 63) = 16.85, p = 0.001, d = 1.02, Figures 

3.19-3.21. In post hoc comparison, unlike normal vision individuals, the number of FCs 

seen under red narrowband illumination was significantly decreased from all the other 

lighting conditions (p < 0.05) except for the natural light pairing. No interactions or other 

main effects were found in the three-way ANOVA of number of FCs seen by colorblind 

participants.  
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Figure 3.19. Average number of FCs observed by condition and clarity of top pattern for 

colorblind observers. Clarity enhanced number of FCs seen across lighting conditions.  

 
 

Figure 3.20. Mean number of FCs perceived by top type and clarity for colorblind 

observers. Clarity enhanced number of FCs seen across top patterns. 
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Figure 3.21. Mean number of perceived FCs between the three top patterns and ambient 

lighting conditions for colorblind observers. Natural and red narrowband lighting had 

similar effects on number of FCs perceived. 

 

Saturation scores of colorblind participants were also decreased significantly 

compared to their normal vision counterparts, t (250) = 7.59, p = 0.001, d = 1.01. A three-

way ANOVA on the effects of lighting, clarity and top as a result of saturation, showed 

two significant simple main effects of Clarity, F (1, 63) = 5.44, p = 0.025, d = 0.58, and 

Lighting, F (1, 63) = 20.93, p = 0.001, d = 1.14, Figures 3.22-3.24. Post hoc analyses 

revealed the natural and red lighting, again, were significantly different from the other 

ambient lighting conditions (p < 0.05) but not from each other. Blue and orange ambient 

lighting also had a significant difference from each other in saturation of FCs perceived 

with FCs in the blue condition appearing more saturated (p = 0.01). No interactions or 

other simple main effects were present in the three-way ANOVA on saturation seen by 

colorblind participants.  
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Figure 3.22. Mean saturation by clarity of pattern and false color for colorblind 

observers. Natural and narrowband red lighting affected saturation of viewed color. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.23. Clarity by top and pattern type for colorblind observers. The graded patterns 

caused colorblind participants to perceive less saturated FCs. 
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Figure 3.24. Mean saturation values between the three top patterns and ambient lighting 

conditions for colorblind observers. Top pattern was not significant in perceived 

saturation. 

 

 

 

Colorblind observers’ frequencies of FCs (red, orange, yellow, green, blue and 

violet) seen in each quadrant was summed. Orange was most commonly seen in the 

outermost quadrant of the disk (F (5, 35) = 10.62, p = 0.001, d = 0.88) being significantly 

more observed than any other false color using a Tukey’s post hoc test (p < 0.05), Figure 

3.25. Orange was also most frequently observed in quadrant two, F (5, 35) = 16.26, p = 

0.001, d = 1.09, also being seen significantly more than the other false colors in post hoc 

comparison (p < 0.05). Green and blue were seen most in quadrant three, F (5, 35) = 

6.23, p = 0.001, d = 0.67, and also seen more than other FCs except for from each other 

and orange using post hoc analysis (p < 0.05). Finally, in the innermost quadrant four, 

blue and violet were seen most frequently, F (5, 35) = 13.15, p = 0.001, d = 0.98, also 
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confirmed with a post hoc analysis more than the other colors but not from each other (p 

< 0.05).  

Overall, orange and blue were seen more frequently than the other possible FCs 

for colorblind participants, Figure 3.26.  

 

Figure 3.25. Frequency of FCs seen by colorblind observers. The number of observations 

of FCs per quadrant area are as follows: Area 1(n = 24), Area 2(n = 42), Area 3(n = 26), 

Area 4(n = 41). Protypically observed colors are featured in each chart.  
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Figure 3.26. Overall frequency of FCs observed by colorblind participants. Colorblind 

individual saw less red and green overall when compared to trichromatic normal vision 

observers. 

  

 When comparing overall number of FCs observed and saturation levels of 

colorblind participants to normal vision participants in clear top patterns between three 

representative lighting conditions (red, green, and blue, Figure 3.27), blue false color 

observation is similar between both groups, but performance degrades for colorblind 

individuals under green and especially red ambient illumination.  
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Figure 3.27. False colors (top) and saturation (bottom) perceived by colorblind compared 

to normal vision observers. Performance between the two samples is similar in blue 

lighting but degrades for colorblind individuals toward the red end of the spectrum.  
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Discussion 

 Overall, hypothesis one, that clarity of the disk pattern would enhance ability to 

perceive FCs was supported. Participants reported seeing more FCs as well as more 

saturated FCs when the top pattern was uniform rather than graded. Next, hypothesis two, 

that using narrowband lighting over natural broadband lighting to enhance FCs was 

supported. Compared to natural light, observers reported more and stronger FCs in any of 

the narrowband ambient lighting conditions. The specific ambient wavelength (spectral 

color) itself was not important as no differences were seen between the various 

prototypical colors. Finally, hypothesis three was only partially supported, all three top 

patterns were similar in number of FCs seen, but for saturation ratings, the first top 

pattern from the artificial spectrum top by Benham (1894) worked best in natural light 

and longer wavelengths, whereas the other two tops patterns showed increased saturation 

at shorter wavelength narrowband ambient lighting. The fourth hypothesis was supported, 

as colorblind individuals perceived both fewer FCs and less saturated FCs, with a marked 

decrease in the red wavelengths similar to that of natural light, however like the normal 

vision participants, colorblind individuals did see an improvement with sharper patterns 

and aside from red, the other narrowband wavelengths enhanced perception of false 

color. These findings align with previous work where colorblind individuals’ results 

mirrored those that would be found when viewing traditional colored stimuli (Rosenblum 

et al., 1981; White et al., 1977). Von Campenhausen and Schramme (1995) find the 

same, with colorblind participants showing increased variance in matching color chips to 

FCs compared to normal trichromats.  
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 Past work on ambient lighting has shown a reversal in location of false color 

location (Vienot & Le Rohellec, 1992), however this work used color filters that allowed 

a broader band of light to come through than what the current experiment’s LEDs would 

allow. Additionally, Vienot and Le Rohellec forced participants to select chromatic 

responses, which fails to account for those participants who did not see false colors at all 

in particular locations of the Benham top. 

Recent research has shown how false colors can be used to diagnose various 

cognitive disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease (Kaubrys et al., 2016) in which those 

with Alzheimer’s are significantly less likely to see blue false color. Such evidence 

further suggests that false color processing happens at the cortical and not retinal level of 

processing. Others have shown that retinal disease can decrease the ability to perceive 

false color (Pilz & Marré, 1993), but this is most likely due to reduced light to the retina, 

a factor already known to influence the perception of false color (Tritsch, 1992). By 

having a better understanding of the behavioral constraints and mechanisms surrounding 

the illusion of FCs, methods of testing can be improved and subsequently the usefulness 

of FCs in diagnosing higher order cortical visual processing dysfunction within the brain.  

False colors, then, appear to be a result of processing in V1 and V2 areas with 

some further processing downstream in V4 (Mullen et al., 2015; Tanabe et al., 2011), 

with the current results pointing toward the same mechanisms. Due to the reversal of the 

disk direction resulting in a relocation of FCs, a timing difference as a means of 

explanation of false color as originally proposed by Fechner in 1838 is not tenable. Also, 

as the current experiment demonstrates, ambient colored illumination alone cannot 
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account for how many FCs are seen as well as their saturation as no significant difference 

was observed between the narrowband colored lighting conditions.  

In summary, this experiment demonstrates that having a clear top pattern with 

narrowband ambient lighting produces the most optimal PIFCs in both number of FCs 

seen as well as saturation of observed FCs. Red is most commonly observed on the outer 

arc, followed by orange then green and finally blue on the innermost arc of the spinning 

disk. As for top pattern type, the original Benham’s top pattern is optimal for most light 

sources and longer wavelength narrowband ambient lighting, whereas other patterns are 

better suited for shorter wavelength narrowband ambient lighting. These results are useful 

in creating demonstrations of the Benham’s top to others as well as a stimulus to test for 

color perception in psychophysical tasks. Using these results also confirms alternative 

ways of creating displays of color from black and white for both normal vision and 

colorblind individuals.   
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CHAPTER 4 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Experiment 1 has found that the prototypical colors seen by both colorblind and 

normal vision participants are red, yellow, green and blue with the modal normal vision 

participants additionally identifying orange and violet as a prototypical colors. Hence, the 

four colors all participants perceived were red, yellow, green and blue with orange being 

expanded out of yellow. This is in line with the unique colored opponent process colors 

of the Red-Green and Yellow-Blue systems (Pridmore, 2013; Pridmore, 2020). Notably 

as well, these are the same four colors participants identified in experiment 3, assuming a 

common yellow-orange category. Experiments 2 and 3 both use these six identified 

prototypical colors to test for limits of temporal color processing and the potential for 

ambient colored illumination to enhance the false color seen in Benham’s top, 

respectively. The experimental apparatus from the first experiment shows promise as a 

quick inexpensive method to efficiently determine di-, tri-, and tetrachromacy as well as 

provide a simple straight-forward way of testing for categories in color perception. 

Experiment 2 demonstrates the where processing system has a temporal processing 

threshold of around 20Hz and the what processing system’s processing threshold is in the 

2-7 Hz range. Experiment 3 found that the best conditions for seeing false color in a false 

color top include using a clear top pattern, narrowband ambient illumination, and the 

original Benham’s top pattern.  

Further, the four false colors commonly seen in Benham’s top and supported by 

the analysis here indicate the universality of the universally chosen four colors in 

Experiment 1. These four colors again correspond to the unique opponent process colors 
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(Red-Green, Yellow-Blue) which is explained by a neural perspective, however the 

additional common categorical boundaries seen by trichromats and tetrachromats in 

Experiment 1 remains in question as they are not well explained by neural models or 

linear color theory, so seem likely to be largely a top-down phenomenon.  Also of note is 

that the order in which false color is perceived on the top corresponds to spectral 

frequencies.  That is, long wavelength red is most commonly observed on the outermost 

arc of the top, with short wavelength blue or violet on the inner arc, and the colors 

between being ordered similar to what would be observed in an ecologically valid 

stimulus of a rainbow, with the prototypical order being red-orange-green-blue. If spun in 

the other direction, the ordering of these colors is preserved, but in reverse locations with 

blue-violet being on the outermost arc of the top and red on the innermost arc. Finally, 

the optimal 5 Hz cycle rate of Benham’s top that was used is similar to the 2-7 Hz cycle 

rate at which the what processing system tends to break down, which is also near that of 

the critical color fusion rate.  Hence similar timing mechanisms appear to underlie both 

the false colors of Experiment 3 and the breakdown of color change identification of the 

what system in Experiment 2. This is again consistent with some aspect of false colors 

operating as a higher-level cognitive process.  

The principal contribution of the present set of Experiments is to identify the 

prototypical color categories of bi-, tri-, and tetra-chromatic individuals, and confirm that 

the various timing thresholds for What and Where system processes do not appear to be 

dependent on wavelength. The prism color identification method introduced in 

Experiment 1 has the benefit that it is inexpensive, fast, and able to discriminate bi-, tri-, 

and tetra-chromatic individuals, and can tell us their percentages in the population. The 
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What versus Where system comparison done in Experiment 2 provides an objective 

method of measuring processing rates of the two neural systems that can guide potential 

neural models. And the False Color findings of Experiment 3 provides further insights on 

both the prototypical opponent-process colors and aspects of their saturation and 

temporal dynamics. Taken together, the three experiments provide an overview of the 

common categorical boundaries and temporal processing limits of human color vision. 
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APPENDIX A 

ISHIHARA TEST PLATES USED IN EXPERIMENT 1 
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Figure A-1. Examples of Ishihara plates used to test for colorblindness.  
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APPENDIX B 

 

COLOR-AID CORP STIMULI USED IN EXPERIMENT 3 
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Figure B-1. Photograph of the 60 possible color choices participants could select. Hue, 

saturation and lightness are represented in these color choices. 
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Table B-1. 

Table of Color-Aid Corp Values and the Labeling System Used For The Current 

Experiment. 

 

Red Orange Yellow 

R1 R2 R3 O1 O2 O3 Y1 Y2 Y3 

R-P1-1 Rc-hue Rc-T2 O-P1-1 Ro-Hue RO-T2 Y-P1-1 YG-Hue YG-T1 

R4 R5 R6 O4 O5 O6 Y4 Y5 Y6 

R-P2-2 R-hue R-T2 O-P2-2 O-Hue O-T2 Y-P2-2 Y-Hue Y-T2 

R7 R8 R9 O7 O8 O9 Y7 Y8 Y9 

R-P2-1 Rw-hue Rw-T2 O-P2-1 YO-Hue YO-T2 Y-P2-1 Yc-Hue Yc-T2 

                  

Green Blue Purple 

G1 G2 G3 B1 B2 B3 V1 V2 V3 

G-P1-1 Gw-hue Gw-T2 B-P1-1 Bc-Hue Bc-T2 V-P1-1 Bv-hue Bv-T2 

G4 G5 G6 B4 B5 B6 V4 V5 V6 

G-P2-2 G-Hue G-T2 B-P2-2 B-Hue B-T2 V-P2-2 V-hue V-T2 

G7 G8 G9 B7 B8 B9 V7 V8 V9 

G-P2-1 Gc-hue Gc-T2 B-P2-1 Bw-hue Bw-T2 V-P2-1 Rv-hue Rv-T2 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

WHITE 
Gray 
2.5 

Gray 
4.5 

Gray 
6.5 

Gray 
8.5 BLACK 

 

Table B-2. 

Experiment Labels and Their Corresponding Values in CIE 1931 Color Space. 

 x y 

R1 0.433 0.2907 

R2 0.5181 0.2668 

R3 0.4507 0.2795 

R4 0.3713 0.3099 

R5 0.5544 0.2886 

R6 0.5067 0.2887 

R7 0.3909 0.3077 

R8 0.583 0.309 

R9 0.5251 0.3064 

O1 0.4683 0.3611 

O2 0.5847 0.3249 

O3 0.513 0.3314 

O4 0.4319 0.3557 

O5 0.5979 0.3331 
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O6 0.4878 0.3521 

O7 0.4568 0.3601 

O8 0.5481 0.3739 

O9 0.4666 0.3748 

Y1 0.4079 0.4121 

Y2 0.2926 0.5276 

Y3 0.3048 0.465 

Y4 0.3912 0.3943 

Y5 0.472 0.4445 

Y6 0.3994 0.4136 

Y7 0.4162 0.4045 

Y8 0.4115 0.4803 

Y9 0.3846 0.4218 

G1 0.263 0.4271 

G2 0.2081 0.4873 

G3 0.2509 0.4492 

G4 0.2873 0.3737 

G5 0.2003 0.4425 

G6 0.2234 0.4205 

G7 0.2781 0.387 

G8 0.1958 0.3804 

G9 0.2083 0.384 

B1 0.2206 0.2295 

B2 0.187 0.2399 

B3 0.2033 0.2682 

B4 0.2652 0.2892 

B5 0.1903 0.2109 

B6 0.2065 0.2479 

B7 0.2492 0.2715 

B8 0.1977 0.1861 

B9 0.2103 0.2148 

V1 0.2717 0.2452 

V2 0.2431 0.2018 

V3 0.2393 0.2048 

V4 0.2898 0.2759 

V5 0.2952 0.2104 

V6 0.2788 0.2201 

V7 0.2886 0.2744 

V8 0.3476 0.2217 

V9 0.3236 0.2463 
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Black 0.32 0.3255 

Gray 
2.5 0.3199 0.3259 

Gray 
4.5 0.317 0.3242 

Gray 
6.5 0.3186 0.3251 

Gray 
8.5 0.3203 0.327 

WHITE 0.3187 0.329 
 

 

 
Figure B-2. Plotted points of all 60 possible color choices in CIE 1931 space. 
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Figure B-3. Plotted prototypical colors seen by normal vision participants in numbered 

order of arc (1 is outermost arc, 4 is innermost for reference).  
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Figure B-4. Plotted prototypical colors seen by colorblind participants in numbered order 

of arc (1 is outermost arc, 4 is innermost for reference).  
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APPENDIX C 

 

IRB APPROVAL DOCUMENT 
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